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Abstract

Pessimistic bilevel optimization problems, as optimistic ones, possess a structure in-
volving three interrelated optimization problems. Moreover, their finite infima are only
attained under strong conditions. We address these difficulties within a framework of mod-
erate assumptions and a perturbation approach which allow us to approximate such finite
infima arbitrarily well by minimal values of a sequence of solvable single-level problems.

To this end, as already done for optimistic problems, for the first time in the literature
we introduce the standard version of the pessimistic bilevel problem. For its algorithmic
treatment, we reformulate it as a standard optimistic bilevel program with a two follower
Nash game in the lower level. The latter lower level game, in turn, is replaced by its
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, resulting in a single-level mathematical program with
complementarity constraints.

We prove that the perturbed pessimistic bilevel problem, its standard version, the
two follower game as well as the mathematical program with complementarity constraints
are equivalent with respect to their global minimal points. We study the more intricate
connections between their local minimal points in detail. As an illustration, we numer-
ically solve a regulator problem from economics for different values of the perturbation
parameters.
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1 Introduction

In bilevel optimization an upper level objective function F (x, y) is minimized with respect
to x ∈ X ⊆ R

n, while y ∈ R
p is required to be in the optimal point set of some lower

level optimization problem which is parametrized by x. We write this lower level parametric
optimization problem as

minimize
w

f(x,w)

s.t. w ∈M(x),
(1)

where f : Rn × R
p → R is continuously differentiable on its domain and M : Rn ⇒ R

p is a
set-valued mapping. The x-dependent optimal point set of this lower level problem is denoted
by S(x) ⊆ R

p.
In applications, the bilevel problem often is to be solved by a leading agent. The leader

passes the decision x to the follower, who then solves the lower level problem (1) and returns
some y ∈ S(x) to the leader. Clearly, if the lower problem was uniquely solvable for each
x ∈ X, we would obtain the unique response S(x) = {y(x)}, and the leader’s problem could
be reduced to the minimization of F (x, y(x)) over X.

The situation becomes more intricate if the lower level problem is not uniquely solvable
for each x ∈ X. Depending on the application, the leader then may or may not have the
information whether the follower returns the best response y from S(x) in terms of the
leader’s objective F (x, y). If such a best response is returned, the leader minimizes the
function infy∈S(x) F (x, y) over x ∈ X which yields the so-called original optimistic version
of the bilevel program. If, on the other hand, the follower is an adversary of the leader,
or if the follower is indifferent and the leader wishes to hedge against the worst possible
response of the follower, the leader’s appropriate objective function becomes supy∈S(x) F (x, y).
Essentially, both optimistic and pessimistic bilevel problems possess a structure involving
three interrelated optimization problems.

The pessimistic version of the bilevel program is the subject of the present paper. To
distinguish it from a later reformulation let us call it the original Pessimistic Bilevel Problem
and formulate it as

minimize
x

supy∈S(x) F (x, y)

s.t. x ∈ X,
(PBP)

where F : Rn×R
p → R is continuously differentiable on its domain, and X ⊆ R

n is nonempty
and compact. More blanket assumptions on the upper and lower level problems will be
introduced in section 2.

A comprehensive introduction to bilevel programming as well as its optimistic and pes-
simistic aspects is given in [4]. While the pessimistic view is more realistic in many practical
applications, the optimistic view has received considerably more attention in the literature,
at least from an algorithmic standpoint (see the references in [4] and, for more recent devel-
opments, [9]). Essentially, the reason is that, resorting to the so-called standard version of
the optimistic problem [29], the successive minimization of F over x and y may be combined
to a joint minimization of F over the points (x, y) with x ∈ X and y ∈ S(x). Hence, in the
optimistic version, the structure involving three interrelated optimization problems gives rise
to a two-level problem.

The theoretical as well as algorithmic treatment of the pessimistic version is more intricate,
arguably because of the impossibility to reduce the structure involving three interrelated
optimization problems to a two-level problem. For systematic comparisons of the optimistic
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and pessimistic views we refer to [18]. Necessary optimality conditions for pessimistic bilevel
problems were recently obtained in [7, 8] under additional Lipschitz assumptions (which do
not necessarily hold in our framework), but without the application to an algorithmic solution
procedure.

To the best of our knowledge, so far the only algorithmic approach to a version of pes-
simistic bilevel problems is presented in [28]. There the assumptions on problem data are
independent of ours, since convexity of the defining functions (see section 2) is not neces-
sarily assumed, but the lower level problem’s feasible set M needs to be constant instead of
x-dependent. Furthermore, the discretization approach proposed in [28] fundamentally differs
from the reformulation approach in the present paper.

As mentioned before, in section 2 we introduce a framework of moderate blanket assump-
tions which particularly guarantee the solvability of the lower level problem (1) for any x ∈ X

as well as the attainment of supy∈S(x) F (x, y) as a maximal value. However, an example in
section 3 illustrates that these moderate assumptions do not entail the attainment of a fi-
nite infimum of the upper level objective function maxy∈S(x) F (x, y) over the nonempty and
compact set X, that is, solvability of (PBP) is not guaranteed.

While a straightforward remedy would be the additional condition of inner semicontinuity
for the set-valued mapping S, such an assumption may not be considered moderate and would
restrain the general applicability of a solution approach. Instead, we replace the optimal
point set S(x) by the set of ε-optimal points Sε(x) and consider the corresponding perturbed
problem (PBPε). This approach is also used in [28] and goes back at least to [17].

We prove that (PBPε) is solvable for any ε > 0 and that, for any zero sequence of
perturbation parameters, the optimal points of (PBPε) approximate an optimal point of the
closure of the original (PBP). In particular, the optimal values of the perturbed problems
approximate the finite infimum of the original (PBP), even if it is not attained. Related
results are shown in [18, 28], but with a different technique of proof and merely for a constant
set-valued mapping M (which would not cover the application we present in section 7).

Starting from section 4 we develop a strategy to solve the perturbed problem (PBPε)
algorithmically. As commonly done for the optimistic bilevel problem, we introduce the
standard version, denoted by (SPBPε), also for the pessimistic bilevel problem (PBPε), thus
filling a gap in the literature. The (SPBPε) turns out to be a three-level problem. We prove
an equivalence between the global minimal points of (PBPε) and (SPBPε) and we discuss the
relations between their local optimal points.

In section 5 we show how the three-level problem (SPBPε) may be replaced by a two-
level problem (MFGε), where the lower level consists of a generalized Nash game, and how to
substitute the latter by a single-level mathematical program with complementarity constraints
(MPCCε). For all these problems we prove equivalences between their global minimal points
and discuss the relations between their local optimal points. Section 6 briefly surveys the
shown interrelations between the four considered problems ((PBPε), (SPBPε), (MFGε), and
(MPCCε)).

In section 7 we present an example from economics, where a regulator takes care of
consumers wellness by bounding production quantities of firms which share common resources.
Our numerical results serve as proof of concept for our general framework and illustrate the
theoretical approximation results.

Some final remarks are given in section 8. An appendix contains the proof of the main
approximation theorem, some complementary material, as well as an alternative reformulation
of the problem (SPBPε) as a (single-level) three player generalized Nash equilibrium problem.
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This latter approach is, however, not in the focus of the paper since we consider it interesting
only for a subclass of pessimistic bilevel problems.

In the paper we employ standard notation. However, for the reader’s convenience, we
remark that, considering h : Rn × R

p → R, we denote by ∇1h(x, y) the gradient of h(•, y)
evaluated at x, while by ∇2h(x, y) the gradient of h(x, •) evaluated at y. As for the defini-
tions of semicontinuity and other properties of single and set-valued mappings such as lower
semicontinuity, inner and outer semicontinuity, as well as continuity, and local boundedness,
we refer the reader to [21].

2 Blanket assumptions on the original problem

In addition to the assumption of a nonempty and compact set X and the smoothness require-
ments for the upper and lower level objective functions F and f from section 1, we impose
the following additional blanket assumptions on (PBP) throughout this article:

(i) X ⊆ domM ;

(ii) M is continuous relative to X at any point in X, locally bounded and convex-valued at
any x ∈ X;

(iii) F (•, y) is convex on R
n for every y ∈M(X);

(iv) F (x, •) is concave on R
p for every x ∈ X;

(v) f(x, •) is convex on R
p for every x ∈ X.

These blanket assumptions imply, in particular, that the set M(x) is nonempty and compact
for every x ∈ X, so that we obtain X ⊆ domS by the Weierstrass Theorem. The optimal
value function

ϕ(x) , min
y

{f(x, y) | y ∈M(x)}

of the lower level problem (1) thus is real-valued. In view of assumptions (i), (ii) and (v),
the function ϕ [2, Theorem 4.3.3] is continuous relative to X at any point in X. We shall
extensively resort to the following equivalent representation of S:

S(x) = {y ∈M(x) | f(x, y) ≤ ϕ(x)} .

The following result implies that the set S(x) is closed for each x ∈ X. It follows immediately
from, e.g., [2, Theorem 3.1.1].

Proposition 2.1 Under our blanket assumptions, the set-valued mapping S is outer semi-
continuous relative to X at any point in X.

Due to assumption (ii) and S(x) ⊆ M(x) for all x ∈ X, the set-valued mapping S is locally
bounded. In particular, for each x ∈ X the set S(x) is nonempty and compact, so that the
supremum in the definition of the objective function in (PBP) is attained. Consequently,
problem (PBP) may be written as the minimization of the function

ψ(x) , max
y∈S(x)

F (x, y)

over the set X.
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Remark 2.2 Let M possess the functional description

M(x) , {y ∈ R
p |h(x, y) ≤ 0} ,

where h : Rn ×R
p → R

q is continuously differentiable on its domain and such that, for every
x ∈ X, h(x, •) is convex and there exists some ŷ(x) ∈ R

p for which h(x, ŷ(x)) < 0, that is,
Slater’s constraint qualification holds for M(x). In this case, regarding assumption (ii), the
convex-valuedness of M is guaranteed by the convexity of h(x, •) at any x ∈ X; the outer
semicontinuity of M relative to X at any point in X follows [2, Theorem 3.1.1] from the
continuity of h; finally, the inner semicontinuity of M relative to X at any point in X is due
[2, Theorem 3.1.6] to the continuity of h, the convexity of h(x, •) and the Slater’s constraint
qualification for M(x) at every x ∈ X. We shall resort to such a functional description of M
only where necessary. �

3 Solvability and approximation of (PBP)

Solvability of problem (PBP) is a sensitive issue (see, e.g., [4, 19, 28, 29], examples and
references therein). The following simple example clearly shows that our blanket assumptions
do not imply solvability of (PBP).

Example 3.1 Consider F (x, y) = x2+y, f(x, y) = xy, X = [−1, 1],M(x) = [−1, 1] for every
x ∈ X. All the blanket assumptions hold in this case. On the interval [−1, 0] one computes
ψ(x) = x2+1, while on (0, 1] one obtains ψ(x) = x2− 1. The problem (PBP) hence does not
possess an optimal point. Notice that this happens because ψ is not lower semicontinuous at
0. �

Hence, under our assumptions, the function ψ is not even lower semicontinuous. For this
reason, we do not consider stationary points for (PBP): assumptions that guarantee station-
arity conditions to be necessary for local optimality of (PBP) (see [7, 8]) do not hold in our
framework.

At first glance, a natural remedy to obtain solvability would be the requirement of further
assumptions. It is well known (or, alternatively, can also be derived by [2, Theorem 4.2.2])
that, in our framework, a sufficient condition for an optimal point of (PBP) to exist is the
inner semicontinuity of the set-valued mapping S, as this implies the lower semicontinuity of
the objective function ψ of (PBP). However, while S is outer semicontinuous (see Proposition
2.1) under standard mild conditions, requiring S to be inner semicontinuous is quite a strong
assumption. Few classes of problems exist, e.g. those for which S is fixed, such that the inner
semicontinuity of S may be considered a weak assumption.

Remark 3.2 Whenever S is a fixed set-valued mapping, things become simpler since min-
imizing ψ over X turns out to be a standard convex-concave saddle point problem. In or-
der to address the latter mathematical program, one can employ a projected subgradient-
type algorithm. This procedure aims at minimizing on X the nonsmooth function ψ(x) =
maxy∈S F (x, y), which turns out to be convex under our initial assumptions. More specifically,
the scheme simply consists in the alternate solution of three (smooth) convex optimization
problems: given an initial point x0 ∈ X and a suitable positive stepsize γk, one has to
successively compute

wk ∈ arg min
w∈M(xk)

f(xk, w), yk ∈ arg max
y∈M(xk)

{
F (xk, y) | f(xk, y) ≤ f(xk, wk)

}
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and, in turn, the subgradient-like iteration

xk+1 = PX

(
xk − γk∇1F (x

k, yk)
)
.

Note that the projection on X, which is denoted by PX(•), is well-defined since X is a
nonempty closed convex set. We also observe that the vector ∇1F (x

k, yk) belongs to the
subdifferential of ψ at xk, that is, ∂ψ(xk) = co

{
∇1F (x

k, y) | y ∈ argmaxz∈S F (x
k, z)

}
, thanks

to the Danskin’s Theorem.
As for the convergence properties of this scheme, we remark that one can employ for γk

different step size strategies in order to make the overall procedure work properly. Specifically,
relying on a diminishing step size approach, we can choose (γk) such that

γk → 0,
∞∑

k=0

γk = +∞,

∞∑

k=0

(γk)2 <∞.

In the light of the above considerations, one can prove (see, e.g. [3, Proposition 3.2.6]) that
the sequence (xk) generated by previous scheme converges to a minimum of ψ on X.

An alternative way to deal with (PBP) when S is a fixed set-valued mapping is given in
appendix C. �

Alternatively, one may disregard the solvability of (PBP) and concentrate on computing the
infimum of ψ on X. To this end (cf. [4]), it is expedient to define the closure clψ of ψ on X,
that is, the (unique) function whose epigraph on X coincides with the closure cl(epiψ) of the
epigraph of ψ on X: thus,

clψ(x̃) = lim inf
x→
X

x̃
ψ(x). (2)

From this construction one clearly has clψ ≤ ψ on X and, by its lower semicontinuity, the
function clψ attains its infimum on the nonempty and compact set X. Moreover, it is not
hard to see that any global minimal point of ψ on X also is a global minimal point of clψ on
X. While the contrary does not hold, we still have

min
x∈X

clψ(x) = inf
x∈X

ψ(x). (3)

In fact, letting x∗ be a global minimal point for clψ on X, on the one hand, we have for every
x ∈ X

clψ(x∗) ≤ clψ(x) ≤ ψ(x),

and thus clψ(x∗) is a lower bound for ψ on X; on the other hand, recalling the property (2)
for the value clψ(x∗), for every τ > 0 some x̃ ∈ X exists with clψ(x∗) + τ > ψ(x̃), meaning
that clψ(x∗) is the greatest lower bound for ψ on X, and hence it is equal to infx∈X ψ(x).

Example 3.3 Going back to Example 3.1, one can easily see that clψ(x) = x2+1 on [−1, 0),
clψ(x) = x2 − 1 on [0, 1]: thus, while x∗ = 0 is a global minimal point for clψ on X, it is not
optimal for ψ on X but, nonetheless (cf. (3)) clψ(0) = infx∈[−1,1] ψ(x). �

In the light of the considerations above, whether (PBP) is solvable or not, one can always
reasonably aim at minimizing clψ on X and, thus, at obtaining the infimum of ψ over X. It
remains to clarify, however, how the abstract definition of the function clψ may be exploited
algorithmically.
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To this end, even in the case of a non inner semicontinuous mapping S one can resort,
along the lines put forward in, e.g., [17, 18, 28], to a more conservative but tractable version
of (PBP) in which the set of lower level optimal points S(x) is replaced by its enlargement

Sε(x) , {y ∈M(x) | f(x, y) ≤ ϕ(x) + ε} , (4)

that is the set of lower level ε-optimal points, where ε denotes a positive constant. We
emphasize that in [28] the independence of the set-valued mapping M(x) from the parameter
x is fundamental, while we consider the more general case of our blanket assumption (ii).

Proposition 3.4 Under our blanket assumptions, for every ε > 0 the set-valued mapping Sε
is continuous relative to X and locally bounded at any point in X.

Proof. Since the value function ϕ and the feasible set-valued mapping M are continuous
relative to X at every x ∈ X, the outer semicontinuity of Sε easily follows from [2, Theorem
3.1.1]; its local boundedness is due to the local boundedness of M and Sε(x) ⊆ M(x) for all
x ∈ X. Moreover, using the description

Sε(x) = {y ∈ R
p | f(x, y) ≤ ϕ(x) + ε} ∩M(x)

and X ⊆ domS, a point ỹ exists such that ỹ ∈M(x) and f(x, ỹ) < ϕ(x) + ε. In turn, by the
convexity of f(x, •) and M(x), and the continuity of f , ϕ and M relative to X at any x ∈ X,
[2, Theorem 3.1.6] Sε is also inner semicontinuous relative to X at any x ∈ X. �

As a consequence [2, Theorem 4.3.3], the perturbed optimal value function

ψε(x) , max
y∈Sε(x)

F (x, y)

is continuous relative to X at any point x ∈ X, and the approximating problem

minimize
x

ψε(x)

s.t. x ∈ X
(PBPε)

is solvable for each ε > 0.
Given a monotonically decreasing sequence εk ց 0 of perturbation parameters and corre-

sponding optimal points xk of (PBPεk), k ∈ N, the compactness of X implies the existence
of an accumulation point x∗ of the sequence (xk) in X. The following result states that
any such point x⋆ minimizes the function clψ over X so that, in view of (3), we obtain an
approximation procedure for the infimum of ψ over X.

Theorem 3.5 With εk ց 0, let xk be an optimal point of (PBPεk) for each k ∈ N. Then
the sequence (xk) possesses an accumulation point, and any such point x∗ is a global minimal
point of clψ on X with minimal value clψ(x∗) = infx∈X ψ(x).

To keep this paper self-contained, we give a proof of Theorem 3.5 in appendix A. As mentioned
in section 1, related results are shown in [18, 28], but with a different technique of proof and
merely for a constant set-valued mapping M . Moreover, [17] studies a related question on
the convergence of lower level-least norm ε-optimal points.
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4 The standard pessimistic version

The question arises on how to solve (PBPε) for fixed values of ε. To this end, as commonly
done for optimistic bilevel problems, we introduce, for the first time also for pessimistic bilevel
programs, the (perturbed) Standard Pessimistic Bilevel Problem

minimize
x,y

F (x, y)

s.t. x ∈ X

y ∈ Rε(x),

(SPBPε)

where the set-valued mapping Rε : R
n ⇒ R

p describes the optimal point set of the following
lower level hierarchical (parametric) optimization problem:

maximize
w

F (x,w)

s.t. w ∈ Sε(x).
(5)

We observe that:

• (SPBP0) is the standard version of (PBP);

• the standard version is obtained by moving the “difficulties” in the objective function
of the original problem to the constraints level;

• the bilevel problem (5), for every fixed x, is pure hierarchical [16] (or simple [5]), i.e.,
Sε(x) is a fixed set.

The x-part of any global solution for (SPBPε) is a global optimal point for (PBPε) and
viceversa.

Proposition 4.1 The following relations hold:

(i) if x̂ ∈ X is a global optimal point for (PBPε), then, for any ŷ ∈ Rε(x̂), the pair (x̂, ŷ)
is a global optimal point for (SPBPε);

(ii) if (x̂, ŷ) is a global optimal point for (SPBPε), then x̂ is a global optimal point for
(PBPε).

Proof. A straightforward reformulation of (PBPε) is the two-level generalized semi-infinite
program (cf. [26, 28])

minimize
x,τ

τ

s.t. τ ≥ F (x, y) ∀ y ∈ Sε(x)

x ∈ X.

The claim follows from [27, Lemma 5.1.1], observing that the construction from [27] actually
yields the presence of the auxiliary variable τ which turns out to be unnecessary here. In fact,
at the upper level, minimizing τ with the constraint τ ≥ F (x, y) is equivalent to minimizing
F (x, y); at the lower level, we have, as objective function, τ − F (x,w), but, in this case, the
lower level optimal point set does not depend on the constant τ . �

As for the local solutions, we establish the following result.
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Proposition 4.2 The following relations hold:

(i) if x̂ ∈ X is a local optimal point for (PBPε), then, for any ŷ ∈ Rε(x̂), the pair (x̂, ŷ) is
a local optimal point for (SPBPε);

(ii) let either

(a) (x̂, ŷ) be a local optimal point for (SPBPε), with Rε inner semicontinuous relative
to X at x̂, or

(b) (x̂, y) be a local optimal point for (SPBPε) for every y ∈ Rε(x̂),

then x̂ is a local optimal point for (PBPε).

Proof. (i) Suppose by contradiction that (x̂, ŷ) is not a local optimal point for (SPBPε), i.e.
there exists a sequence (xk, yk), with xk ∈ X and yk ∈ Rε(x

k), such that (xk, yk) → (x̂, ŷ) and
F (xk, yk) < F (x̂, ŷ) = ψε(x̂) for every k. But, since ψε(x

k) = F (xk, yk) and ψε(x̂) = F (x̂, ŷ),
we have ψε(x

k) < ψε(x̂), with xk ∈ X, in contradiction with the local optimality of x̂ for
(PBPε).

(ii) Suppose by contradiction that x̂ is not a local optimal point for (PBPε), i.e. there
exists a sequence (xk), with xk ∈ X, such that xk → x̂ and ψε(x

k) < ψε(x̂), for every k.
In case (a), due to the inner semicontinuity property for Rε, a sequence (yk) exists such

that yk → ŷ and yk ∈ Rε(x
k). Since ψε(x

k) = F (xk, yk) and ψε(x̂) = F (x̂, ŷ), we have
F (xk, yk) < F (x̂, ŷ), with xk ∈ X and yk ∈ Rε(x

k), in contradiction with the local optimality
of (x̂, ŷ) for (SPBPε).

In case (b), we preliminarily observe that Rε is outer semicontinuous relative to X (by
the continuity of ψε) and locally bounded at x̂. Hence, a sequence (yk), with yk ∈ Rε(x

k),
exists such that yk → ȳ for some ȳ ∈ Rε(x̂). Since ψε(x

k) = F (xk, yk) and ψε(x̂) = F (x̂, ȳ),
we have F (xk, yk) < F (x̂, ȳ), with xk ∈ X and yk ∈ Rε(x

k), in contradiction with the local
optimality of (x̂, ȳ) for (SPBPε). �

We remark that, in general, as for (ii) in Proposition 4.2, neither condition (a) implies (b),
nor (b) entails (a). Clearly, whenever Rε(x̂) = {ŷ} is a singleton, then both (a) and (b) hold:
a sufficient condition for this to be true is the strict concavity of F (x̂, •); in turn, (PBPε) and
(SPBPε) turn out to be equivalent also in a local sense. We remark that conditions (a) or (b)
in Proposition 4.2 (ii) cannot be disregarded as the following example clearly shows.

Example 4.3 Consider an instance of (PBPε) in which x, y ∈ R, F (x, y) = xy, X = [−1, 0],
M(x) = [1, 2] and f(x, y) = 0; observing that Sε(x) =M(x) for every x and ε > 0, the x-part
of the local optimal point x = 0, y = 2 for (SPBPε) is easily seen to be not local optimal for
(PBPε). In fact, regarding condition (a) in Proposition 4.2, Rε is not inner semicontinuous
at 0 relative to X; moreover, as for condition (b) in Proposition 4.2, we note that the point
x = 0, y = 1, with 1 ∈ Rε(0), is not a local optimal point for (SPBPε).

Some considerations about the standard version (SPBPε) are in order. The (SPBPε) is a
three-level problem. Roughly speaking, we identify three agents: a leader who solves problem
(SPBPε), an intermediate (leader’s rival) agent who takes care of (5) and, as usual, a follower
who addresses program (1). Also, (SPBPε) may be interpreted as a standard optimistic
bilevel program in which the lower level is in turn a pure hierarchical problem. In this sense,
the introduction of a third level and, possibly, of further local solutions is the price to pay for
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transforming the pessimistic view of the original (PBPε) into the optimistic view of (SPBPε).
This, in turn, allows us to suitably refer to the machinery from the optimistic bilevel literature
in order to cope with (PBPε).

5 How to address (SPBPε)

In this section, we aim at addressing the (three-level) (SPBPε) by means of a (single-level)
suitable mathematical program with complementarity constraints. This is accomplished in
two steps. First (see subsection 5.1), by referring to [16, Theorem 3.2 and Remark 3.2], we
replace the pure hierarchical problem (5) by a Generalized Nash Equilibrium Problem (GNEP
for short, see e.g., [1, 10, 11, 12, 14, 22, 23, 24, 25]) with two players, which is parametric
in x. Then (see subsection 5.2), we deal with the resulting problem by replacing the lower
level game with its Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, thus obtaining a corresponding
mathematical program with complementarity constraints. Finally, a possible way to cope
with the latter problem is given in subsection 5.3.

5.1 The two-level version, with two followers, of (SPBPε)

We introduce the Multi Follower Game with two followers (see, e.g. [20]), that is a (standard
optimistic) bilevel program in which the lower level is a (parametric) GNEP with two players:

minimize
x,y,z

F (x, y)

s.t. x ∈ X

(y, z) ∈ Eε(x),

(MFGε)

where Eε(x) is the equilibrium set of the following GNEP:

minimize
y

−F (x, y) minimize
z

f(x, z)

s.t. y ∈M(x) s.t. z ∈M(x).

f(x, y) ≤ f(x, z) + ε

(6)

With the following proposition, we show that, as for global solutions, in order to deal with
(SPBPε), one can equivalently address (MFGε).

Proposition 5.1 The following relations hold:

(i) if (x̂, ŷ) is a global optimal point for (SPBPε), then, for any ẑ ∈ S(x̂), the tuple (x̂, ŷ, ẑ)
is a global optimal point for (MFGε);

(ii) if (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) be a global optimal point for (MFGε), then (x̂, ŷ) is a global optimal point for
(SPBPε).

Proof. Recalling that problem (5), for every fixed x, is pure hierarchical, the claims follow
from [16, Theorem 3.2 and Remark 3.2] observing that if (y, z) ∈ Eε(x) then y ∈ Rε(x) and
if y ∈ Rε(x) then (y, z) ∈ Eε(x) for any z ∈ S(x). �

Regarding local solutions, as usual the picture becomes more complicated.
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Proposition 5.2 The following relations hold:

(i) if (x̂, ŷ) is a local optimal point for (SPBPε), then, for any ẑ ∈ S(x̂), the tuple (x̂, ŷ, ẑ)
is a local optimal point for (MFGε);

(ii) let (x̂, ŷ, z) be a local optimal point for (MFGε) for all z ∈ S(x̂), then (x̂, ŷ) is a local
optimal point for (SPBPε).

Proof. (i) Suppose by contradiction that (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) is not a local optimal point for (MFGε),
i.e. there exists a sequence (xk, yk, zk), with xk ∈ X and (yk, zk) ∈ Eε(x

k), such that
(xk, yk, zk) → (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) and F (xk, yk) < F (x̂, ŷ), for every k. This, in turn, is in contradiction
with the local optimality of (x̂, ŷ) for (SPBPε), observing that yk ∈ Rε(x

k), as noted in the
proof of Proposition 5.1.

(ii) Suppose by contradiction that (x̂, ŷ) is not a local optimal point for (SPBPε), i.e.
there exists a sequence (xk, yk), with xk ∈ X and yk ∈ Rε(x

k), such that (xk, yk) → (x̂, ŷ)
and F (xk, yk) < F (x̂, ŷ) for every k. The set-valued mapping S, as previously observed, is
outer semicontinuous relative to X and locally bounded at x̂. Hence, a sequence (zk) ∈ S(xk)
exists such that zk → z̄ for some z̄ ∈ S(x̂). Since yk ∈ Rε(x

k) and zk ∈ S(xk), we have
(yk, zk) ∈ Eε(x

k): thus, the sequence (xk, yk, zk) is feasible for (MFGε) and converges to
(x̂, ŷ, z̄) with F (xk, yk) < F (x̂, ŷ). Hence, we have a contradiction to the local optimality of
the point (x̂, ŷ, z̄), with z̄ ∈ S(x̂), for (MFGε). �

Considering the classical counterexample (see, e.g., [16, Example 3.6]), one can easily show
that a local optimal point of the resulting (MFGε) might not be local optimal for the (SPBPε).
We observe that a sufficient condition, which is not necessary, for the assumption in Propo-
sition 5.2 (ii) to hold is the following: (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) is a local optimal point for (MFGε), being S
inner semicontinuous relative to X at x̂. The proof of this claim is deferred to appendix B.

On the other hand, to treat (MFGε) numerically resorting to a single-level version (to
be defined shortly in subsection 5.2), in the following we assume the functional descriptions
X = {x ∈ R

n | g(x) ≤ 0} and M(x) = {y ∈ R
p |h(x, y) ≤ 0}, where g : Rn → R

m and h :
R
n ×R

p → R
q are continuously differentiable on their respective domains and such that X is

compact and that the blanket assumption (ii) holds. In particular, we strengthen the blanket
assumption (i) to the condition requiring that, for every x ∈ X, there exists some ŷ(x) ∈ R

p

such that h(x, ŷ(x)) < 0, that is, to Slater’s condition in M(x).
Regarding GNEP (6), we state some useful properties.

Proposition 5.3 For every fixed x ∈ X and ε > 0,

(i) both problems in GNEP (6) are convex;

(ii) Slater’s constraint qualification holds for GNEP (6);

(iii) an equilibrium for GNEP (6) exists;

(iv) the KKT conditions characterize the equilibria of GNEP (6).

Proof. The first assertions immediately follows from our blanket assumptions. To show the
Slater’s condition for the left-hand side player in (6), note that any strict convex combination
of some Slater point of M(x) and some optimal point of (1) sufficiently close to the latter
point is a Slater point for this problem. The third claim holds by the arguments used in
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the proof of Proposition 5.1 and recalling that S(x), Rε(x) 6= ∅ for every x ∈ X. The last
assertion is a straightforward consequence of the other ones. �

5.2 The single-level version of (SPBPε)

In view of Proposition 5.3, we intend to tackle (MFGε), for positive values of parameter ε,
by solving the following Mathematical Program with Complementarity Constraints:

minimize
x,y,z,λ,µ,ξ

F (x, y)

s.t. g(x) ≤ 0

−∇2F (x, y) +∇2h(x, y)λ+∇2f(x, y)ξ = 0

h(x, y) ≤ 0, f(x, y)− f(x, z)− ε ≤ 0, λ, ξ ≥ 0

λTh(x, y) = 0, ξ [f(x, y)− f(x, z)− ε] = 0





[KKT player 1]

∇2f(x, z) +∇2h(x, z)µ = 0

h(x, z) ≤ 0, µ ≥ 0

µTh(x, z) = 0,





[KKT player 2]

(MPCCε)

where in [KKT player 1] and in [KKT player 2] we collect the KKT conditions for the left-hand
side player and the right-hand side player in GNEP (6), respectively. We denote by

Λ(x, y, z) , {(λ, µ, ξ) ∈ R
q × R

q × R | [KKT player 1] and [KKT player 2] hold}

the set of KKT multipliers. We remark that, thanks to Slater’s constraint qualification,
Λ(x, y, z) 6= ∅ for every (x, y, z) ∈ gphEε. The latter property will be freely invoked in the
following results.

Propositions 5.4 and 5.5 show that problems (MFGε) and (MPCCε), while equivalent in
a global sense, may differ locally.

Proposition 5.4 The following assertions hold:

(i) let (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) be a global optimal point for problem (MFGε), then, for each (λ̂, µ̂, ξ̂) ∈
Λ(x̂, ŷ, ẑ), (x̂, ŷ, ẑ, λ̂, µ̂, ξ̂) is a global optimal point for (MPCCε);

(ii) let (x̂, ŷ, ẑ, λ̂, µ̂, ξ̂) be a global optimal point for problem (MPCCε), then (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) is a
global optimal point for (MFGε).

Proof. (i) Assume by contradiction that (x, y, z, λ, µ, ξ) is feasible for (MPCCε) and such
that F (x, y) < F (x̂, ŷ). In turn, (x, y, z) ∈ gphEε, in contradiction with the optimality of
(x̂, ŷ, ẑ) for (MFGε).

(ii) Since (x̂, ŷ, ẑ, λ̂, µ̂, ξ̂) is a global optimal point for (MPCCε), for every (λ, µ, ξ) ∈
Λ(x̂, ŷ, ẑ) 6= ∅, (x̂, ŷ, ẑ, λ, µ, ξ) is still a global optimal point for (MPCCε). Assume by con-
tradiction that (x, y, z), with g(x) ≤ 0 and (y, z) ∈ Eε(x), is such that F (x, y) < F (x̂, ŷ).
Therefore, by Proposition 5.3, there exists (λ, µ, ξ) ∈ Λ(x, y, z). In turn, (x, y, z, λ, µ, ξ) is
feasible for (MPCCε), with F (x, y) < F (x̂, ŷ), which is a contradiction. �
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Proposition 5.5 The following assertions hold:

(i) let (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) be a local optimal point for problem (MFGε), then, for each (λ̂, µ̂, ξ̂) ∈
Λ(x̂, ŷ, ẑ), (x̂, ŷ, ẑ, λ̂, µ̂, ξ̂) is a local optimal point for (MPCCε);

(ii) let (x̂, ŷ, ẑ, λ, µ, ξ) be a local optimal point for problem (MPCCε) for all (λ, µ, ξ) ∈
Λ(x̂, ŷ, ẑ), then (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) is a local optimal point for (MFGε).

Proof. (i) Ab absurdo, suppose that (x̂, ŷ, ẑ, λ̂, µ̂, ξ̂) for some (λ̂, µ̂, ξ̂) ∈ Λ(x̂, ŷ, ẑ) is not
a local optimal point for (MPCCε), i.e. there exists a sequence (xk, yk, zk, λk, µk, ξk), with
(λk, µk, ξk) ∈ Λ(xk, yk, zk), g(xk) ≤ 0, h(xk, yk) ≤ 0, h(xk, zk) ≤ 0, such that F (xk, yk) <
F (x̂, ŷ) and (xk, yk, zk, λk, µk, ξk) → (x̂, ŷ, ẑ, λ̂, µ̂, ξ̂). In turn, we have, for every k, by Propo-
sition 5.3, (yk, zk) ∈ Eε(x

k), which is in contradiction with the local optimality of (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) for
(MFGε).

(ii) Assume by contradiction that a sequence (xk, yk, zk) ∈ gphEε exists such that g(xk) ≤
0, F (xk, yk) < F (x̂, ŷ) and (xk, yk, zk) → (x̂, ŷ, ẑ). The set-valued mapping Λ is outer semi-
continuous relative to (X × R

p × R
p) ∩ gphEε (see, e.g. Theorem [2, 3.1.1]) and under the

Slater’s constraint qualification one can show by contradiction that Λ is locally bounded at
(x̂, ŷ, ẑ). Hence, a sequence (λk, µk, ξk) ∈ Λ(xk, yk, zk) exists such that (λk, µk, ξk) → (λ̄, µ̄, ξ̄)
for some (λ̄, µ̄, ξ̄) ∈ Λ(x̂, ŷ, ẑ). Therefore, the sequence (xk, yk, zk, λk, µk, ξk) is feasible for
(MPCCε) and converges to (x̂, ŷ, ẑ, λ̄, µ̄, ξ̄), with F (xk, yk) < F (x̂, ŷ). Thus, we have a con-
tradiction to the local optimality of the point (x̂, ŷ, ẑ, λ̄, µ̄, ξ̄) with (λ̄, µ̄, ξ̄) ∈ Λ(x̂, ŷ, ẑ) for
(MPCCε). �

One can easily find examples showing that in general a local optimal solution of (MPCCε)
does not lead to a local optimum for (MFGε). E.g., it suffices to take the same lower level
problem as the one in [6, Example 3.4]. Again, as remarked in the previous subsection, a
sufficient condition, which is not necessary, for the assumption in Proposition 5.5 (ii) to hold
is the following: (x̂, ŷ, ẑ, λ̂, µ̂, ξ̂) is a local optimal point for (MPCCε), being Λ inner semicon-
tinuous relative to (X × R

p × R
p) ∩ gphEε at (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) (see appendix B for further details).

We further notice that Propositions 5.4 and 5.5 are generalizations of the results regarding
lower level optimal points (cf. [6]) to our framework of lower level equilibria.

5.3 A numerical procedure for the single-level version of (SPBPε)

Clearly, problem (MPCCε) is still structurally difficult to solve. Besides classical methods,
here we propose a mixed integer approach in order to deal numerically with (MPCCε). Specif-
ically, one can equivalently replace the difficult complementarity conditions in the feasible set
of (MPCCε) with the following mixed-integer nonlinear constraints

λ ≤ Mδ1, h(x, y) ≥ −M(1− δ1)

µ ≤ Mδ2, h(x, z) ≥ −M(1− δ2)

ξ ≤ Mδ3, f(x, y)− f(x, z)− ε ≥ −M(1− δ3),

where δ1 ∈ {0, 1}q, δ2 ∈ {0, 1}q, δ3 ∈ {0, 1} are additional binary variables and M >> 0.
If, in addition to the initial assumptions, F (x, y) = F1(x) + F2(y), where F2 is linear,

and the lower level problem is linear, then actually the continuous relaxation of the resulting
mixed-integer nonlinear problem turns out to be convex. In this case, standard approaches
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(e.g., branch and bound procedures) lead to global optimal points. Note that requiring the
lower level problem to be linear does not entail in general a fixed solution set S: hence, by
means of our one level version of (SPBPε), we may tackle problems that cannot be dealt with
resorting to a subgradient-like strategy as in Remark 3.2.

Remark 5.6 We observe that, under our assumptions, the proposed simple mixed-integer
strategy gives us, in the end, a global optimal solution for (PBPε). In fact, the computed
solution is global optimal for (MPCCε), and thus, in turn, leveraging Proposition 5.4 (ii),
provides one with a global optimal point for (MFGε); the latter point, by Proposition 5.1
(ii), leads to a global optimal point for (SPBPε), whose projection on the subspace of the x
variables is finally a global optimal point for (PBPε), due to Proposition 4.1 (ii).

6 Problems relations at a glance

For the reader’s convenience, here we summarize all the relations among the problems that
we have discussed so far, namely (PBPε), (SPBPε), (MFGε) and (MPCCε).

In the following Proposition 6.1, we show that the x-part of any feasible solution for
(SPBPε), (MFGε), or (MPCCε), is feasible for (PBPε).

Proposition 6.1 The following assertions hold:

(i) any feasible solution (x̄, ȳ, z̄, λ̄, µ̄, ξ̄) for (MPCCε) is such that (x̄, ȳ, z̄) is feasible for
(MFGε);

(ii) any feasible solution (x̄, ȳ, z̄) for (MFGε) is such that (x̄, ȳ) is feasible for (SPBPε);

(iii) any feasible solution (x̄, ȳ) for (SPBPε) is such that (x̄) is feasible for (PBPε).

Proof. Assertion (i) follows by (iv) in Proposition 5.3. Claim (ii) is due to the fact that
(ȳ, z̄) ∈ Eε(x̄) entails ȳ ∈ Rε(x̄). The last assertion is trivial. �

As for global solutions, we sketch the problems’ relations in the following scheme.

Global solutions

(PBPε)
(x)

Pr. 4.1

=⇒
⇐=

(SPBPε)
(x, y)

Pr. 5.1

=⇒
⇐=

(MFGε)
(x, y, z)

Pr. 5.4

=⇒
⇐=

(MPCCε)
(x, y, z, λ, µ, ξ)

On the other hand, the summary of the problems’ relations regarding local solutions is re-
ported in the following scheme.
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Local solutions

(PBPε)
(x)

Pr. 4.2

=⇒
under some

conditions

⇐=

(SPBPε)
(x, y)

Pr. 5.2

=⇒
under some

conditions

⇐=

(MFGε)
(x, y, z)

Pr. 5.5

=⇒
under some

conditions

⇐=

(MPCCε)
(x, y, z, λ, µ, ξ)

7 An application in economics

Bilevel programs are widely and fruitfully used to model many real-world problems in eco-
nomics (see, e.g., [4]). Here we propose an application in economics involving two decision
levels.

Let us consider a market in which N firms produce the same n goods. Any firm ν ∈
{1, . . . , N} produces the quantities qν ∈ R

n of the goods, with qν ∈ [lν + vν , uν − wν ], where
lν and uν are suitable bounds and vν ∈ R

n and wν ∈ R
n are exogenous parameters whose

meaning will be explained later on. On the other hand, p ∈ R
n are the prices of the goods.

Any firm ν has linear production costs (qν)T cν where cν ∈ R
n are the costs of the goods.

Assuming the presence of some shared constraints on the production levels, each firm ν,
trying to minimize its own loss function, addresses the following parametric (in vν ∈ R

n and
wν ∈ R

n) optimization problem:

minimize
qν

(qν)T (cν − p)

s.t. r(q1, . . . , qN ) ≤ 0

lν + vν ≤ qν ≤ uν − wν ,

(7)

where r : RnN → R
m is a convex function that models the shared constraints.

We consider the case in which the firms do not cooperate and play simultaneously and
rationally. In this case, given any vν and wν for every ν, we model the game played by the
firms as a GNEP. In particular, this GNEP is a generalized potential game, see e.g. [13, 23].
Any solution of the following convex optimization problem

minimize
q1,...,qN

N∑

ν=1

(qν)T (cν − p)

s.t. r(q1, . . . , qN ) ≤ 0

lν + vν ≤ qν ≤ uν − wν , ν = 1, . . . , N,

(8)

is an equilibrium of GNEP (7).
We consider the presence of a regulator who takes care of consumers’ wellness. Specifically,

the regulator, setting vν and wν to suitably modify the lower and the upper bounds for qν ,
aims at minimizing pT

∑N
ν=1 q

ν , that is the total amount of the consumers’ expenses.
We distinguish two categories of goods: specifically, if a good i ∈ {1, . . . , N} is such that

cνi − pi ≥ 0, that is, e.g., i is a public good, then the regulator might be interested in raising
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vνi in order to stimulate the production of the good. On the other hand, if i ∈ {1, . . . , N}
is such that cνi − pi < 0, then the regulator may seek to raise wν

i in order to get a reduced
production level for the good.

Assuming a pessimistic point of view, the regulator solves the (SPBPε) where

• x = (v1, . . . , vN , w1, . . . , wN ), y = (q1, . . . , qN );

• F (x, y) = F (q1, . . . , qN ) = pT
∑N

ν=1 q
ν ;

• X = {x ∈ R
2nN | ‖x‖22 − V ≤ 0};

• M(x) =M(v1, . . . , vN , w1, . . . , wN ) =
{
(q1, . . . , qN ) | r(q1, . . . , qN ) ≤ 0,
lν + vν ≤ qν ≤ uν − wν , ν = 1, . . . , N};

• f(x, y) = f(q1, . . . , qN ) =
∑N

ν=1(q
ν)T (cν − p).

We remark that the model described above cannot be treated with the numerical procedure
proposed in [28]: having M fixed is a fundamental requirement for the numerical method in
[28] to work well, but here the set-valued mapping M depends on the upper level variables
(v1, . . . , vN , w1, . . . , wN ).

As for the mixed-integer nonlinear approach to the resulting (MPCCε), we address the
following problem:

minimize
v,w,q,z,λ,µ,ξ,δ

pT
N∑

ν=1

qν

s.t. ‖(v1, . . . , vN , w1, . . . , wN )‖22 − V ≤ 0

− p+∇νr(q
1, . . . , qN )λν,1 − λν,2 + λν,3 + (cν − p)ξ = 0, ν = 1, . . . , N

r(q1, . . . , qN ) ≤ 0

lν + vν − qν ≤ 0, qν − uν + wν ≤ 0, ν = 1, . . . , N

N∑

ν=1

(qν − zν)T (cν − p)− ε ≤ 0

λν,i, ξ ≥ 0, ν = 1, . . . , N, i = 1, 2, 3

r(q1, . . . , qN ) ≥ −M(1− δ1,ν,1), ν = 1, . . . , N

lν + vν − qν ≥ −M(1− δ1,ν,2), qν − uν + wν ≥ −M(1− δ1,ν,3), ν = 1, . . . , N

N∑

ν=1

(qν − zν)T (cν − p)− ε ≥ −M(1− δ3)

λν,i ≤ Mδ1,ν,i, ξ ≤ Mδ3, ν = 1, . . . , N, i = 1, 2, 3

cν − p+∇νr(z
1, . . . , zN )µν,1 − µν,2 + µν,3 = 0, ν = 1, . . . , N

r(z1, . . . , zN ) ≤ 0
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lν + vν − zν ≤ 0, zν − uν + wν ≤ 0, ν = 1, . . . , N

µν,i ≥ 0, ν = 1, . . . , N, i = 1, 2, 3

r(z1, . . . , zN ) ≥ −M(1− δ2,ν,1), ν = 1, . . . , N

lν + vν − zν ≥ −M(1− δ2,ν,2), zν − uν + wν ≥ −M(1− δ2,ν,3), ν = 1, . . . , N

µν,i ≤ Mδ2,ν,i, ν = 1, . . . , N, i = 1, 2, 3

δ1,ν,i ∈ {0, 1}, δ2,ν,i ∈ {0, 1}, δ3 ∈ {0, 1}, ν = 1, . . . , N, i = 1, 2, 3.

All the experiments were carried out on an Intel Core i7-4702MQ CPU @ 2.20GHz x 8 with
Ubuntu 14.04 LTS 64-bit and by using AMPL. As optimization solver we used CPLEX 12.6.0.1
with default options.

We generated 3 different instances for the bilevel problem (SPBPε). They are denoted by
A, B, and C. At the lower level, we consider a market with N = 3 firms, each producing a
total amount of n = 6 (3 public and 3 non public) goods, with m = 4 shared constraints.

The lower and upper bounds, the prices, the costs of the goods for any firm ν were
randomly generated by using the uniform distribution: lν ∈ [100, 200], uν ∈ [500, 600], p ∈
[6, 9], cνi (for public goods) ∈ [pi, pi +1], cνi (for non public goods) ∈ [pi − 1, pi], A

ν
ij ∈ [0, 100]

and bj ∈ [2e+5, 4e+5], where r(y) = Ay − b. Moreover, we have chosen M = 1e+6 and, for
the time being, ε = 0.1.

We stress that, as observed in Remark 5.6, the computed solutions are global optimal
points for the original problem (PBPε).

A B C

V 1e+1 1e+4 1e+7 1e+1 1e+4 1e+7 1e+1 1e+4 1e+7

‖x‖22 1e+1 1e+4 1.8e+6 1e+1 1e+4 1.5e+6 1e+1 1e+4 1.6e+6

F 44559.5 43675.9 23353.3 27902.2 27339.9 19960.7 37728.2 36661.2 21541.3
∑

ν
ε-gainν 1279.17 1150.58 -198.62 662.56 624.28 -108.45 2173.38 1960.73 317.94∑
ν
gainν 1279.27 1150.68 -198.52 662.66 624.38 -108.44 2173.48 1960.83 318.04

ε-gain1 80.48 45.17 -149.95 282.85 254.84 -68.87 755.95 736.12 119.94

gain1 80.13 45.17 -149.85 282.80 254.74 -68.87 755.95 736.12 119.94

ε-gain2 489.69 429.55 -69.89 28.53 0.58 -90.81 21.53 -127.72 -95.35

gain2 489.69 429.65 -69.89 28.53 0.58 -90.81 21.19 -127.62 -95.35

ε-gain3 709.00 675.86 21.22 351.18 368.86 51.24 1395.89 1352.32 293.35

gain3 709.45 675.86 21.22 351.32 369.06 51.24 1396.34 1352.32 293.45

Table 1: Detailed numerical results for instances A, B and C and ε = 0.1.

ε A B C

V 1e+1 1e+4 1e+7 1e+1 1e+4 1e+7 1e+1 1e+4 1e+7

F 0.1 44559.5 43675.9 23353.3 27902.2 27339.9 19960.7 37728.2 36661.2 21541.3

0.001 44548.0 43515.6 20414.1 27899.7 27339.9 19960.5 37725.8 36660.1 19290.8

0.00001 44548.0 43515.4 20414.1 27899.7 27339.8 19960.5 37725.8 36660.1 19290.8

Table 2: Numerical results for instances A, B and C and different values for ε.

We consider, for each instance, three different values for the upper bound V in the
constraints defining X. Correspondingly, in Table 1, we report, setting ε = 0.1, the com-
puted value for: ‖x‖22, the upper level objective function F , ε-gainν = (qν)T (p − cν) and
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gainν = (zν)T (p − cν), that is, for each firm ν, the perturbed (by ε) and the real gain,
respectively.

We observe that, as expected,
∑

νgainν −
∑

ν ε-gainν is always not greater than ε. By
increasing V , the corresponding computed values for the regulator’s objective F get progres-
sively better, while the gain that the firms achieve progressively worsen.

In Table 2, we show how the computed value for F behaves for different values of the
perturbation parameter ε: as expected, by reducing ε, the value achieved by F is not increas-
ing. This follows observing that if ε1 > ε2 > 0, then ψε1(x) ≥ ψε2(x) for every x ∈ X. The
behavior of the values of F also is in accordance with the convergence result from Theorem 3.5
for εց 0.

8 Final remarks

We presented in detail one framework to approximate the finite infimum of a pessimistic
bilevel problem by the optimal values of a sequence of single-level problems. The alternative
approaches from [28] and, even from appendix C, show that also other ideas may lead to
single-level approximations. In particular, we emphasize that the presented approach hinges
on the smoothness and convexity assumptions from section 2. Nonetheless, pessimistic bilevel
problems are still nonsmooth and nonconvex even under these assumptions. Weakening them
may require a fundamentally different approximation concept (like e.g. the one in [28], which
however requires different assumptions) and is left for future research.

We also point out that our main motivation for proving the relations among local optimal
points of the different proposed auxiliary problems is the capability of many standard solution
algorithms to generate local rather than global optimal points. However, since termination
criteria of such algorithms often use stationarity conditions, from an algorithmic point of view
it may seem even more appropriate to study the interrelations between stationary points of
the different auxiliary problems. Unfortunately the nonsmoothness of the involved auxiliary
problems leads to different alternative stationarity concepts, so that such a study would be
out of scope of the present paper and is also left for future research.

Appendix

A Proof of Theorem 3.5

The existence of an accumulation point x∗ of (xk) follows from the compactness ofX. Without
loss of generality, let (xk) converge to x∗. This implies also the convergence of the values αk ,

ψεk(x
k), k ∈ N. In fact, for each k ∈ N and x ∈ X the inclusions Sεk(x) ⊇ Sεk+1

(x) ⊇ S(x)
imply

ψεk(x) ≥ ψεk+1
(x) ≥ ψ(x).

Together with the minimality of xk+1 for ψεk+1
on X this yields

αk = ψεk(x
k) ≥ ψεk+1

(xk) ≥ ψεk+1
(xk+1) = αk+1,

so that the sequence (αk) is monotonically decreasing. In addition, by

αk = ψεk(x
k) ≥ ψ(xk) ≥ clψ(xk) ≥ min

x∈X
clψ(x)
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the sequence (αk) is bounded from below and, thus, convergent to some α∗.
Since the relation αk ≥ ψ(xk) means (xk, αk) ∈ epiψ for each k ∈ N, the limit satisfies

(x∗, α∗) ∈ cl epiψ = epi clψ, that is, clψ(x∗) ≤ α∗. Hence, to prove the assertion, it remains
to show α∗ ≤ minx∈X clψ(x) as this implies clψ(x∗) ≤ minx∈X clψ(x).

In fact, for each τ > 0 we show that αk ≤ minx∈X clψ(x)+τ holds for all sufficiently large
k ∈ N. Since this implies α∗ ≤ minx∈X clψ(x) + τ for any τ > 0, the assertion will be shown.

For any given τ > 0 the identity minx∈X clψ(x) = infx∈X ψ(x) implies the existence of
some z ∈ X with

ψ(z) ≤ min
x∈X

clψ(x) +
τ

2
.

For this fixed z ∈ X the set-valued mapping

Y : R+ ⇒ R
p, ε 7→ Y (ε) , Sε(z) = {y ∈M(z) | f(z, y) ≤ ϕ(z) + ε}

is, by the closedness of M(z) and the continuity of the function f(z, •), outer semicontinuous
relative to R+ at any point in R+. Moreover, the boundedness of M(z) implies that Y is
(locally) bounded on R+. Thus, by the continuity of the function F (z, •) and [15, Theorem 5],
the optimal value function

̺ : R+ → R, ε 7→ ̺(ε) , max
y∈Y (ε)

F (z, y)

is upper semicontinuous relative to R+ at any point in R+. In particular at ε = 0 we have

lim sup
εց0

ψε(z) = lim sup
εց0

̺(ε) ≤ ̺(0) = ψ(z).

Consequently, for our special sequence εk ց 0 all sufficiently large k ∈ N satisfy

ψεk(z) ≤ ψ(z) +
τ

2

and due to
αk = ψεk(x

k) ≤ ψεk(z) ≤ ψ(z) +
τ

2
≤ min

x∈X
clψ(x) + τ

x∗ is a global minimal point of clψ on X. The proof is complete in view of (3). �

B Inner semicontinuity and local optimality

We justify the claims below Propositions 5.2 and 5.5. More precisely, we give, in a general
framework, a sufficient condition for (ii) in Propositions 5.2 and 5.5 to hold.

Proposition B.1 Consider the following problem:

minimize
x,y

ϑ(x)

s.t. x ∈ X

y ∈ Ξ(x),

where ϑ is continuous and Ξ is outer semicontinuous and locally bounded relative to X.
Let (x̂, ŷ) be a local optimal point for the problem; if Ξ is inner semicontinuous at x̂ relative

to X, then, for every y ∈ Ξ(x̂), (x̂, y) is a local optimal point for the problem.
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Proof. Suppose by contradiction that ỹ ∈ Ξ(x̂) is such that there exists a sequence
(xk, yk) → (x̂, ỹ), with xk ∈ X, yk ∈ Ξ(xk), and ϑ(xk) < ϑ(x̂). By the inner semicontinuity
property of Ξ, a sequence zk ∈ Ξ(xk), with zk → ŷ, exists. In turn, observing that (xk, zk) →
(x̂, ŷ), xk ∈ X, zk ∈ Ξ(xk) and ϑ(xk) < ϑ(x̂), we get a contradiction to the local optimality
of (x̂, ŷ) for the problem. �

Of course, the assumption requiring the objective function not to depend on y is key in
order to prove the result: in fact, if the objective function depends also on y, the claim in
Proposition B.1 is no more valid. Moreover, the viceversa in Proposition B.1 does not hold
as witnessed by the following example.

Example B.2 Consider the problem

minimize
x,y

x2

s.t. x ∈ X , [−1, 1]

y ∈ Ξ(x) ,





0 if x < 0
[0, 1] if x = 0
1 if x = 0.

We observe that Ξ is not inner semicontinuous at x̂ = 0 relative to X, and, for every y ∈ Ξ(x̂),
(x̂, y) is a local optimal point for the problem.

C Three player single-level approach for (SPBPε)

Leveraging some results in [16], but differently from what done in subsection 5.1, here we
introduce a (single-level) GNEP with three players which turns out to have some interesting
connections with the (SPBPε).

Preliminarily, we consider the following Nash game with a hierarchical structure:

minimize
x

F (x, y) minimize
y

−F (x, y)

s.t. x ∈ X s.t. y ∈ Sε(x).
(10)

Note that, under the initial assumptions, each player’s problem is convex. As for the relation
between equilibria of (10) and global optimal points of (SPBPε) (and, thus, global optimal
points of (PBPε), see Proposition 4.1 (ii)), the following result, which is reminiscent of [16,
Theorem 3.1], holds.

Proposition C.1 The following relations hold:

(i) let (x̂, ŷ) be a global optimal point for (SPBPε), then (x̂, ŷ) is feasible for GNEP (10);
furthermore, if

max
y∈Sε(x)

F (x, y) ≤ F (x, ŷ), ∀x ∈ X,

then (x̂, ŷ) is an equilibrium of GNEP (10);

(ii) let (x̂, ŷ) be an equilibrium of GNEP (10), then (x̂, ŷ) is a feasible point for (SPBPε);
furthermore, if

max
y∈Sε(x)

F (x, y) ≥ F (x, ŷ), ∀x ∈ X,

then (x̂, ŷ) is a global optimal point for (SPBPε).
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Proof. The assertion follows from explicitly stating feasibility and optimality in (SPBPε)
and GNEP (10), which we report for the reader’s convenience:

x̂ ∈ X, ŷ ∈ Sε(x̂), max
y∈Sε(x̂)

F (x̂, y) ≤ F (x̂, ŷ) ≤ max
y∈Sε(x)

F (x, y), ∀x ∈ X; (11)

x̂ ∈ X, ŷ ∈ Sε(x̂), max
y∈Sε(x̂)

F (x̂, y) ≤ F (x̂, ŷ) ≤ F (x, ŷ), ∀x ∈ X. (12)

�

The simple results in Proposition C.1 allow one to define classes of problems for which con-
ditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Specifically,

• as for (i) in Proposition C.1, if Sε(x̂) ⊇ Sε(x) ∀x ∈ X and F is separable with respect
to the variables blocks x and y, then (i) is satisfied;

• as for (ii) in Proposition C.1, if ŷ ∈ Sε(x) ∀x ∈ X, then (ii) is satisfied. Note that, if
Sε(x̂) ⊆ Sε(x) ∀x ∈ X, then the latter sufficient condition holds.

Clearly, when Sε is fixed for every x ∈ X, (ii) is verified; moreover, if F is separable, then
(SPBPε) and GNEP (10) turn out to be equivalent in a global sense.

The assertion (ii) in Proposition C.1 can be stated in a local sense (see also [16, Theorem
3.3]).

Proposition C.2 Let (x̂, ŷ) be an equilibrium of GNEP (10). If a neighborhood N̂ of x̂ exists
such that

max
y∈Sε(x)

F (x, y) ≥ F (x, ŷ), ∀x ∈ N̂ ∩X, (13)

then (x̂, ŷ) is a local optimal point for (SPBPε).

Condition ŷ ∈ Sε(x) ∀x ∈ N̂ ∩X is satisfied whenever, for example, ŷ ∈ intSε(x̂).
By virtue of the local boundedness of Sε, there exists a compact set C ⊂ R

p, independent
of x, such that Sε(x) ⊆ C for every x ∈ X: in view of this consideration, leveraging Ichiishi’s
theorem (see e.g. [11]), the existence of an equilibrium easily follows.

Reasoning as done for problem (5) in subsection 5.1 and thus in view of [16, Theorem 3.2
and Remark 3.2], formulation (10) can be further and equivalently (in a global sense) recast
as the following GNEP with three players:

minimize
x

F (x, y) minimize
y

−F (x, y) minimize
w

f(x,w)

s.t. x ∈ X s.t. f(x, y) ≤ f(x,w) + ε s.t. w ∈M(x).

y ∈M(x)
(14)

We observe that this approach makes sense mainly when Sε is a fixed set-valued mapping,
possibly with ε = 0, as in Remark 3.2.
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